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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the following flow within an Object Studio action:
The developer of this flow found that writing some credentials
to the target application sometimes failed with an exception
even though the element exists on the screen. He found that
simply catching the exception, waiting for 2 seconds and then
retrying fixed the problem.
What problems do you see within the flow? (select 2 responses)
A. The credentials stage is a read stage not a write stage.
B. A block has not been placed around the Write stage and the
Recover stage, meaning the credentials action could be
unnecessarily retried if another stage further into this action
throws an exception.
C. There is a potential for an infinite loop if the
'Credentials' stage keeps throwing an exception for some
unforeseen reason.
D. There is not a Resume stage following the timeout of the
Wait stage
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit:
R2 is receiving a route from R1 and
route is not advertised to R3.
Referring to the exhibit, which two
solve the issue? (Choose two.)
A. Apply the no-export policy as an
65001
B. Apply the no-advertise policy as
group G5001
C. Apply the no-export policy as an
65003
D. Apply the no-advertise policy as
group 65003
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 4

you must ensure that the
configurations on R2 will
import policy under group
an import policy under
export policy under group
an export policy under

You use Forefront Identity Manager (FIM) 2010 in your company
network. The fullName attribute is used to generate a unique
logon name for each user by using a FIM Workflow activity.
Before users objects are created in the metaverse, the FIM
environment performs a collision check to confirm whether a
unique fullName attribute exists. You discover that users
having duplicate fullName attributes are not being created. You
need to find out the cause of the issue.
What should you do?
A. Examine the Management Agent responsible for connecting the
data sources that contain the duplicate user objects during
inbound synchronization.
B. Review expected rule entries.
C. Examine custom action workflow activities.
D. Review declarative provisioning rules.
Answer: C
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